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Fully Accredited by 

WASC, USA 

ISO 9001:2008 

Certified 

Quant Je Puis! 

VISION 
 

A premier learning 

institution with 

national and 

international 

recognition, 

developing lifelong 

learners and leaders 

with competencies, 

global perspectives, 

and hearts of 

service in a culture 

of academic and 

values excellence. 

MISSION STATEMENT 
 

We are committed 

to provide quality 

international 

education through 

the 5Cs: 

Competence, 

Character, 

Commitment to 

Achieve, 

Collaboration and 

Creativity. 
 

We seek to develop 

lifelong learners and 

leaders. 
 

We prepare learners 

to respond to the 

needs of the 21st 

century. 

 
LANDICHOS TRIUMPHANT IN CFMNPC 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

MTAP 

On January 18, the Grade School Valiant Knights went to the Batangas City East Elementary School to compete in the 2018 

MTAP DepEd Math Challenge- Division Elimination Rounds. Eight Testing Centers and almost 90 schools, both public and private, 

participated in the said event. On the other hand, the High School Valiant Knights participated in the same contest last January 19 at the 

Batangas National High School.  

After answering the examinations, the results were given. Two Valiant Knights were considered as the top scorers in their 

respective levels. These are Maria Bernadette Landicho who got the highest score in Grade Five and Juan Rafael Landicho who is the top 

scorer in Grade Six.  

The following students are the qualifiers for the Division Round which will be held on February 8 at Julian A. Pastor Memorial 

Elementary School: Raver Tolentino and Dwayne Moses Menia (Grade 1), Paul Vincent Leandrei Navarro and Keandrei Euriel Velasco 

(Grade 2), Luke Alabro (Grade 3),  who got the same score and will still take a tie breaking test, Nina Yzella De Torres and Ehryn Anne 

Casao (Grade 4), Maria Bernadette Landicho and Sheena Duenas (Grade 5), Juan Rafael Landicho and Alfonso Rafael Ofreneo (Grade 6), 

Frankie Ephraim Hernandez and Miguel Joel Magsino (Grade 9). In addition to that, Marienoelle Agor and Jhai Mari Reyes have yet to take 

the tie breaking test in order to join Luke Alabro and qualify in the Division Round.  

The young wizards were coached by Miss Mitch Panopio, Miss Erika Saguil, Miss Maris Gutierrez, Sir Bryan Acob, Miss Sharlyn 

Asajar, Miss Cassy Fajilan, and Miss Basha Millave.  

KNIGHTS SHINE IN MTAP CHALLENGE 

The Challenge for Future Mathematicians National Parallel Contest 

(CFMNPC) yielded more than 500 medalists from all over the Philippines. 

 The Math contest conducted in December last year at St. Stephen’s High 

School in Manila and in selected MTG Centers across the country made 73 Math 

wizards garner gold medals for their outstanding performances. Moreover, from 

more than 2,000 participants, 177 garnered silver medals, and 277 others reaped 

bronze medals.  

In the said competition, Juan Rafael Landicho, Sixth Grade Knight, brought 

home a Gold Award while Maria Bernadette Landicho, Fifth Grade Knight, bagged 

a Silver Award. Both of them were part of the Upper Primary Category.  

Kudos to Rafael and Bernadette! 
 

http://www.stonyhurst.edu.ph/
http://www.stonyhurst.edu.ph/
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The increase will cover the rising inflation costs and the improvement of school 

infrastructure. The school guarantees that the additional cost you will have to pay will be fully 

compensated in terms of improved services and best quality instruction.  

STUDENTS LEARN TO BE  
SMART BUYERS IN MARKETING DAY 

The Grades 1-6 pupils applied their smart 
buying skills in the Marketing Day held at the SM 
Hypermarket last January 22.  

The younger kids used their decision 
making skills in choosing items with nutritional 
value. They looked into labels of food to determine 
if the items they were buying were healthy or not.  

The older kids, on the other hand, had to 
look into different brands and compare the 
brands’ prices and quality before choosing one 
brand. This requires decision making skills when 
confronted by a multitude of options, a skill 
taught in their Financial Literacy subject.  

The children also added the prices of the 
groceries they bought to determine if they have  

 enough money to 
cover the expenses, 
an application of 
their mathematical 
skills.  
 The marketing 
activity is the second 
term S.P.E.L.L.S. for 
ECED and G.I.D.E.S. 
for the Grades 3-6 
pupils.  

 

COUNT IT RIGHT! The Valiant Knights 
wait in queue to pay for their purchases. 

THREE VALIANT KNIGHT 

MENTORS ACE SUKEN  

Three Valiant Knight 

Mentors recently passed the 

Level 4 of Suken which they took 

last November 11, 2017 at 

Southville International School 

and Colleges.  

These three mentors are 

Miss Richelle Millave and Miss 

Cassy Fajilan who both handle 

Mathematics and Business 

subjects in the Junior High School 

Department and Sir Bryan Acob 

who teaches Mathematics in the 

Grade School Department. 

Suken is a world 

mathematics certification 

program and examination 

established in Japan in 1988. 

Passing in such prestigious 

certification program is a sure 

indication that the mentors are 

on a par with global standards in 

Mathematics.     

 
 

Behind the success of the students are great 

mentors who nurtured them to be the best that they 

can be.  
 

There will be a minimal 3% increase in tuition fee for 

the School Year 2018-2019. 
 

 Four Valiant Knights and a Valiant Knight Mentor 

were recognized as part of the Top 10 most outstanding 

traders in the SGEN Virtual Marketing Challenge for the 

month of January.  
 Ms. Cassy Fajilan, a Junior High School faculty member, 

ranked fourth. Moreover, Angela Andrei Macalalad, a 10th 

Grader, ranked 5th. In addition to the recognitions bagged by  

 

 

STUDENTS AND MENTOR SHOWS COMPETENCE IN SGEN VIRTUAL STOCK TRADING CHALLENGE 

SSIS is the 6th place which Aaron Lance Macaraig, Jude 

Christian Virtudes, and Marcy Laine Ebora, all 11th Graders, got.  

 This SGEN initiative makes use of the website 

Investagram which provide the education and tools needed in 

making the act of investing easier to the students. 

Furthermore, the program encourages the students to invest 

in stocks using virtual money at their young age.  
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RESERVATION FOR A.Y. 2018-2019 STARTS ON JANUARY 29! 
 

 Interested parents can reserve slots for their kids starting January 29- March 31, 2018. For the 

reservation to be valid, the non-refundable and non-transferable fee of P5000 must be paid at the Accounting 

Office. The reservation fee, however must be used until May 31, 2018; otherwise, it will be forfeited. 
 

Reply Slip 

(    ) I am reserving _____ slot/s for my child/children for the A.Y. 2018-2019. 
 

_________________________        ____________________________  __________________________ 

          Student’s Name       Level/Section   Parent’s Signature 

The SSIS delegates defend the government side on lowering the age of criminal liability  
to 9 years old against the opposition represented by the delegates from SISFU.  

POETRY KNIGHT HIGHLIGHTS LOVE FOR PARENTS 

A Nineth Grader delivers his poem for his parents during 
the Poetry Knight,  January 17 at the SSIS Main Hall. 

According to William Wordsworth, poetry is the spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings: it takes its 

origin from emotion recollected in tranquility. Thus, the Junior High School students proved to their guardians and 

parents that their love for them is greater than the fear that they conquered on stage during the Poetry Knight  

 presentation last January 08, 10, 11, 12, and 17 at the SSIS Main Hall.  

Poetry Knight culminated one of the units in the English 

curriculum. In this unit, the students were asked to compose a poem which 

consists of different elements and makes use of figurative language and 

idiomatic expressions. 

Through the said event, the students were able to express the 

emotions that they can rarely show in front of their parents and 

guardians.  Moreover, the students were given the chance to recite their 

poems with confidence and overflowing enthusiasm. Hence, the activity is 

a sure proof that learning inside the classroom can be applied to real life 

situations and events.  

SSIS PARTICIPATES IN A NATIONAL DEBATE ACTIVITY 

To raise awareness about the national issues that we are facing nowadays and to show 

spontaneity and communication prowess, some selected SSIS students from both the Batangas and 

Malarayat campuses represented Stonyhurst in a debate activity participated in by different SGEN 

schools and will be televised in the program ISKOOLMATES in PTV Channel 4.  

The SSIS team is composed of the core members, Mary Angeline Portugal and Maria 

Samantha Moldez from SSIS Batangas and  
Elaine Caoibes of SSIS Malarayat, who faced 

the heated argument against the students 

of Southville International School and 

Colleges Affiliated with Foreign Universities 

(SISFU). The team is completed by the 

following students: Maria Aitana Kassandra 

De Chavez, Darmari Joshua Guamos, 

Ernesto Malabanan III from SSIS Batangas 

and Sofia Mazloum of SSIS Malarayat.  

 The SSIS team represented the 

government which pushes the bill which will 

lower down the age of criminal liability from 

16 to 9 years old. The delegates threw 

rebuttal and critical questions to the 

opposition which ignited the entire debate.  
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  JUST  GENTLE REMINDERS... 

 

CAMPING PROVIDES STUDENTS WITH VITAL LIFE SKILLS 

This February 2 and 3, the Grades 1-6 pupils will experience a 
camping activity to be held at the school grounds. For this year, the 
camping will be held in the school due to the moratorium mandated by 
DepEd which aims to ensure the safety of the students while engaged in 
such activities.  

The students from Grades 1-3 will have a Day Camp which will 
start from 8:00 am-4:30 pm while Grades 4-6 will have an Overnight Camp 
from February 2 to 3.  

Camping is an experiential learning which exposes the children to 
real life challenges such as pitching a tent, participating in teambuilding 
activities, learning first aid techniques, cleaning up their area, and 
basically taking care of themselves.  

Camping also promotes teamwork as students work together to 
hurdle the challenges given by the facilitators. During the day, there will be 
plenty of activities to enhance critical thinking and obstacles to test their 
survival skills.  

Please note that the camping activity is part of the reckoning 
for the Perfect Attendance Award.  
 

Let’s have a movie date 
on February 14!  
 The High School Student 
Council invites everyone to 
support its movie block screening 
of the film, BLACK PANTHER. For an 
affordable price of P350.00 per 
ticket, you can already enjoy 
viewing the movie with your 
family and friends.  

Get your ticket now! 

The foundation day shirts 

are now available in the 

Accounting Office.  

Get yours now and 

together, let’s celebrate the 22nd 

founding year of SSIS! 

Valiant Knights, Mentors, 

Guardians, and Parents unite for 

the valiant spirit to ignite! 

WHAT’S IN STORE FOR US IN THE TWENTY-TOO GREAT CELEBRATION OF SSIS? 

The registration for the Sports 

Festival of the Valiant Knight parents 

and guardians is still ongoing. For 

basketball game, the fathers and male 

guardians may form a team of ten 

players. On the other hand, the 

mothers and the female guardians 

may form a team of the same number 

of players. Only 4 teams per game will 

be accommodated. This is on a first-

come, first-served basis so REGISTER 
NOW! 

The school knocks on the 

generous hearts of the parents 

and guardians who are medical 

practioners and who are willing 

to extend a helping hand to 

those who are in need of 

medical services. We would like 

to invite doctors, nurses, and the 

like who are willing to volunteer 

in the Medical Mission of the 

school on February 06. Donations 

of medicine and vitamins will 

also be very much appreciated.  

The Parenting 

Seminar will be held on 

February 05 at the SSIS Main 

Hall. Thus, we would like to 

encourage the parents to 

attend and be with us as we 

uncover the different 

competencies needed in 

the 21st century. Please 

indicate in the reply slip if 

you will be able to attend 

the said seminar.  See  you 

there! 
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OF THE WEEK 

To teach their children the necessary skills for an ever-changing world, 

many parents are choosing smaller schools for their children’s education. 

There is almost certainly a school to suit each and every child. Moreover, 

here are the reasons why parents are choosing to give their children the 

unique experience of smaller schools and why it’s worth the financial 

investment. 
 

1. ENRICHED ACADEMIC OPPORTUNITIES. One of the accepted 

benefits of smaller schools is that they provide exceptional and 

challenging educational experiences through extracurricular 

activities. Small school students constantly score top marks on 

standardized tests and college entrance exams, and many schools 

have close to a 100 percent rate of students attending their 

university of choice. 

2. SMALLER CLASS SIZE. A comprehensive study on class size made by 

educational researchers Bruce Biddler and David Berliner in 2002 

showed that the smaller the class size, the better the average 

student performs on academic achievement tests. The importance 

of small class size is that it helps the teachers to focus on students’ 

weak areas and advance their strengths. 

3. MORE PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT. Small schools are built around open 

communication between parents and administration, and they 

make it a priority to involve parents in the community. This common 

ground also helps strengthen parent-child relationships. 

4. DEDICATED TEACHERS. In a study completed by the Fraser Institute in 

2007, 91 per cent of parents surveyed said the dedication of the 

teachers was their main reason for choosing small schools. 

Instructors are both qualified and passionate about their subjects, 

often holding advanced degrees in their field. Within the tight-knit 

school community, students have close relationships with their 

teachers who commonly act as role models. 

5. A SAFE ENVIRONMENT. Small schools have reputations for 

maintaining high standards for discipline and respect. Lower staff-

to-student ratios allow for more effective observation and control of 

school grounds. The strong sense of community found in private 

schools also discourages dangerous behavior. 
 
 

REFERENCES:  

http://www.ourkids.net/school/benefits-of-private-schools.php 

 

 

 

 

ANTHONY PAUL M. CALADO 

Principal 

Never give up on something 

that you can’t go a day without 

thinking about. 

 

- Winston Churchill  

January 29 
 

General Morning Assembly 
 

January 30 

Class Picture Taking 

 (Please wear your GALA UNIFORM.) 
 

January 31 

U.S.S.R. 
 

February 2 

Spiritual Convocation 
 

February 2-3 

Camping of ECED and  

Grade School Students 
 

February 3 

Reading Marathon 

(Grade 4-Compassion) 
 

 

  Quote of the Week  

PARENTING CORNER 
Benefits of sending your kids to a school 

with smaller population 

 

Reply Slip 
 

(    ) I have received and read Students and Parents’ Bulletin No. 23 A.Y. 2017-2018. 

(    ) I I will attend the Parenting Seminar on February 05, 2018. 
 

_________________________        ____________________________  __________________________ 

          Student’s Name       Level/Section   Parent’s Signature 

Your brain gets stronger when you 

embrace challenges! 

 

Quote of the Week  

  

http://www.ourkids.net/school/benefits-of-private-schools.php

